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Safe Harbor Statement
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides a “safe harbor” for certain forwardlooking statements so long as such information is identified as forward-looking and is accompanied
by meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those projected in the information.
The use of words such as “may”, “might”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “plan”, “anticipate”, “believe”,
“estimate”, “project”, “intend”, “future”, “potential” or “continue”, and other similar expressions are
intended to identify forward-looking statements.
All of these forward-looking statements are based on estimates and assumptions by our
management that, although we believe to be reasonable, are inherently uncertain. Forward-looking
statements involve risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, economic, competitive,
governmental and technological factors outside of our control, that may cause our business,
industry, strategy or actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements.
These risks and uncertainties may include those discussed in the Company’s annual report on
Form 10-K for the year ended June 30, 2013 and quarterly report on Form 10Q for the three and
nine months ended March 31, 2014, on file with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
other factors which may not be known to us. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of its
date. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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Corporate Overview
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Recurring Revenue with Growth Opportunities
Approximately 72% of our revenue is generated by our
recurring, transaction-based businesses
 Established Businesses (~72% of current revenue):




Either are currently, or have the potential to generate double-digit growth over time
Includes CPS (pension & welfare), KSNET and EasyPay
Growth drivers: secular trends, market share gains, new products/services

 Growth Businesses (>15% of current revenue):




Some of our smaller businesses that either are, or have the potential to grow at a
rate significantly greater than our established businesses
Includes Net1 Mobile Solutions and Financial Services
Growth drivers: financial inclusion, revenue synergies, new products/markets
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Recent Developments
 2 years into our 5-Year SASSA contract awarded effective April 1, 2012







Serving 10 million cardholders and 22 million beneficiaries nationally
5-year contract through March 31, 2017;
Leverage our national platform to drive revenue synergies and enter adjacent markets
Normalized revenue from SASSA is approximately ZAR 1.6 billion per annum
Saved government over ZAR 3 billion ($290 million) annually due to fraud eradication
Spent over $100 million in FY12-13 to implement our national SASSA contract

 KSNET progressing in-line with expectations



Amongst the top 3 payment processors in Korea, representing ~25% of total revenue
Double-digit local currency growth and 25%+ EBIDTA margins for last few years

 New growth initiatives have started gaining momentum



Net1 Mobile Solutions has grown revenue over 300% y/y as it introduced several new
and enhanced solutions in South Africa and globally during the past 10 months
Financial Services grew 440% y/y in nine months of FY14 given national rollout

 Transformational Black Empowerment deal implemented on April 16,
2014
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Four Pillars of Growth
South Africa

International (UEPS/EMV)

• CPS, EasyPay, Grindrod, merchant acquiring,
and financial services
• Largest card issuer with 10m accounts and
most comprehensive national distribution
• Financial inclusion for all South Africans
• Targeted services including banking, loans,
insurance, prepaid services, information
access and other value-added-services

• UEPS/EMV deployments in Africa, Middle
East and other emerging countries
• Interoperable with global EMV standards with
added UEPS functionality - biometric security,
offline processing, multiple wallets, etc.
• Partnership with global brands like
MasterCard

Mobile Solutions

Korea

• Mobile payments and mobile-based delivery
of value added services in emerging markets
• Mobile Virtual Card, Variable PIN, prepaid
services, and voice biometric solutions
• Secure/simple payments that improve
security and reduce costs for customers
• Scale current programs and target new
opportunities

• Top 3 payment processor with 220k
merchants
• Expand to small/medium merchant base
• Introduce value-added-services
• Leverage infrastructure to explore regional
opportunities for UEPS
• Evaluate new income streams such as card
issuing, mobile, etc.
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Strategic Overview
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Net1’s Strategic Vision
Our mission has always been, and will continue to remain the provision of a secure
and affordable electronic transaction platform and financial services for the world’s
unbanked and under-banked populations
 South Africa: Be the leading provider of transaction processing services across multiple
products and segments, including government, payments, payroll, healthcare and
mobile;
 Developing Countries: Leverage our success and expertise in multiple emerging
economies around the world via the introduction of relevant, innovative and affordable
technology, allowing governments to fulfill their financial inclusion objectives;
 Developed Countries: Introduce our proprietary mobile payments technology to
eradicate fraud in card-not-present transactions and facilitate money transfers; and
 Remain at the Forefront of Innovation: Whether it is UEPS/EMV, MVC or other mobile
products like Variable PIN, Net1 will continue to focus on innovation and develop
relevant solutions to solve real world problems. Transaction processing allows us to
control or influence the implementation of value added services and products at the
point of sale.
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Net1 at a Glance
 We are a leading provider of alternate payment systems in emerging, cashbased economies with significant unbanked or under-banked populations
 Leading transaction processor in South Africa, Korea, and Ghana
30+ million cardholders in >10 countries, including ~10m in South Africa
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Net1’s Transaction Processing Suite

Healthcare
Claims
Processing

Social Grant
Distribution

Medical/
Patient
Management

Payroll/Wage
Payment

National ID

UEPS
Banking

Microloans/
Insurance

Mobile
Payments/
Banking

3rd Party
Switching/
Processing

Prepaid
Utilities/
Airtime
Money
Transfers

Bill
Payments/
Deductions
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Business Overview
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Net1 Group Structure
% of 3Q14
Revenue

Business Units

Reported
Segment

47%

South African
Transaction
Based Activities

25%

International
Transaction
Based Activities

8%

Smart Card Accounts

8%

Financial Services

12%

Hardware/
Software

Chip & SIM

VTU

Other/Support
Services
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Cash Paymaster Services – Pension & Welfare
CPS has been working with the South African government for over 20
years and was awarded a national 5-year contract in January 2012
 We spent approximately $105 million during FY12 and FY13 to implement our
national SASSA contract, including roughly $29 million in capex
Number of Monthly SASSA Cardholders (In Millions)
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The South African Platform
We aim to leverage our investments to establish an end-to-end
leading transaction processor in South Africa
Pay Points

Rural POS

EasyPay

NPS

Mobile

National Distribution Platform

Welfare

Unbanked

Banked

Payments

Healthcare

Fin’l Svcs
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KSNET
KSNET has a leading position in a market with strong secular trends

Business Overview

Sales Model

Synergy Opportunities

•
•
•
•

Amongst top 3 processors in Korea
Card processing represents >90% of revenues
Calendar 2013 revenue and EBITDA margin of $138 million and
25% respectively
Over 220,000 merchants and over 400,000 POS devices

•
•

Direct sales force focuses on large merchants
Over 260 agents focused on SME market

•
•
•

Value added services
Mobile Virtual Card
Card issuing
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Net1 Mobile Solutions
Net1 Mobile Solutions (“N1MS”) is our dynamic division catering to local and
international markets focused on Banking, MVC & Verification, Prepaid, MNO
Solutions, 3rd Party Payments, Cryptography and Custom Development

Variable PIN

Advance Airtime

Voice Biometrics

Mobile Virtual Card

Salary Payments & Deductions

Virtual Top Up
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N1MS - Mobile Virtual Card
The safest way to pay. The simplicity of the business model requires no
new hardware or any changes to existing established relationships in the
payment ecosphere
Why VCpay?
 Security – we guarantee against fraud
 Simplicity – any network, any infrastructure
 Cost – low cost of implementation

Current and anticipated deployments

USA (MetroPCS)

USA

Spain (Bankinter)
With NFC

India (Shmart!Pay
– AXIS Bank)
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Financial Highlights
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Business Model Characteristics

Solid financial base

Strong business momentum

Significant operating leverage

•

High recurring revenue

•

Debt as of March 2014 of $72.1 million

•

Strong cash flow generation

•

Product expansion in South Africa

•

Multiple growth opportunities

•

New products / geographies

•

Established cardholder base

•

Highly profitable add-on products/services

•

Strong operating leverage
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Revenue
In nine months to March 2014 (“YTDMAR14”), FY13 and FY12, we have
posted year-over-year constant currency revenue growth of 46%, 31% and
25% respectively
Consolidated Revenue, in $ Millions
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Fundamental EPS
With the implementation of our SASSA contract completed in FY13, our
investment phase is now behind us, and therefore in YTDMAR14, we
posted year-over-year constant currency Fundamental EPS growth of
218%
Fundamental Earnings Per Share, in $
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Note: Fundamental EPS excludes amortization of intangibles, stock based compensation and one-time items.
Reconciliation of Fundamental to GAAP EPS can be found in our Earnings Releases and in the Appendix.
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Resolution of SASSA Tender Litigation
 Constitutional Court remedy calls for re-tender of SASSA contract


SASSA awarded CPS the tender to distribute social grants nationally to 9.6 million
grant recipients effective April 1, 2012



A losing contractor challenged the award of the contract, which was reviewed by
various South African courts over the past two years



The Constitutional Court in South Africa ruled on November 29, 2013 that the tender
process followed by SASSA was “constitutionally invalid”; no wrong-doing was found
on Net1’s part



The Constitutional Court further ruled on April 17, 2014 with a remedy, requiring
SASSA to commence with a new tender process within 30 days, and therefore
suspended the invalidity of our contract with SASSA until a new tender is awarded, or
for the remainder of the existing contract period if no tender is awarded



We believe the publication of a new tender may take some time and we are ready to
propose an enhanced version of our UEPS/EMV solution as and when an RFP is
issued
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Appendix
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Reconciliation of GAAP net income and earnings per share, basic, to
fundamental net income and earnings per share, basic
Nine months ended March 31, 2014 and 2013
Net income
(USD’000)
2014
2013

GAAP

EPS, basic
(USD)
2014
2013

41,527

4,692

Intangible asset amortization, net

9,385

Stock-based compensation charge
Facility fees for KSNET debt
US government investigations-related and US
lawsuit expenses

Acquisition-related costs

Fundamental

0.91

431,054

39,684

10,453

97,414

88,403

2,914

3,325

30,248

28,122

657
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6,820

1,988

2,526

3,117

26,220

26,363

-

75

-

634

57,009

21,897

591,756

185,194

1.25

0.10

Net income
(ZAR’000)
2014
2013

0.48

EPS,
basic
(ZAR)
2014
2013

9.42

0.87

12.94

4.07
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Contact
Dhruv Chopra
Head of Investor Relations
+1-917-767-6722
dchopra@net1.com

